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SECURITY

DEFENCE
AND

Essential
to Europe’s
security
Space has proven its utility in military observation and anticipation as well as
in other key defence functions—deterrence, protection, prevention and intervention—
and is central to the strategic security and defence challenges facing our nation.
It is also a key enabler for strengthening Europe’s military capabilities.
The events of recent years have made space assets more necessary than ever,
with the escalation of risks and threats including regional instability, terrorist
activity, migrating populations and weapons proliferation. Effective information
and knowledge management, shorter decision loops and space surveillance
are vital assets in today’s geopolitical environment, dominated by power rivalries
and expanding military space programmes.
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CNES works extensively with the French Ministry of Defence to deﬁne and
develop the space components of intelligence and communication programmes.
The CNES Defence team maintains a permanent link between the agency’s
research programmes and the French defence procurement agency (DGA),
analyses dual-use civil/military projects and plans to accommodate future defence
requirements.

“ Space plays a crucial role in the war on terror and weapons proliferation,
and in the broader effort to establish an international order.”

Space and defence:
time to decide
In 2007, a Ministry of Defence working group published a policy
document entitled Donnons plus d’Espace à notre Défense :
orientations d’une politique spatiale de défense pour la France
et l’Europe (More space for our defence: guidelines for a space
defence policy for France and Europe). This widely circulated
document updated the principal guidelines outlined in a previous, classiﬁed report, thereby helping to foster broad dialogue
between civil, military, industrial and institutional partners in
France and Europe.
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The document concludes with a set of priority recommendations for military space:
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Strategic capabilities for crisis mitigation and force operations. In the near term, telecommunications (secure core)
and Earth observation for reconnaissance (very-high-resolution
imagery). In the medium term, Earth observation for identiﬁcation (ultra-high resolution), communication interception and
early warning (for future missile defence).
Complementary operational capabilities to support force
operations. In the near term, radar observation, satellite-based
mapping, infrared imaging, meteorology and oceanography
data, and satellite navigation. In the medium term, non-secure
broadband telecommunication network and relay satellites.
Space surveillance is a new theme viewed as an organic
capability to be implemented in the medium term.
These policy guidelines and associated decisions on the priorities for future space security and defence programmes have
yet to be conﬁrmed. They will be further detailed in the White
Paper on Defence (currently being prepared) and the next ﬁveyear defence spending plan.
Also in 2007, an interministerial working group studied the new
issues related to security of space assets, given their growing
importance and the emergence of new threats, as illustrated
by China’s anti-satellite weapon test in January. The group
recommended a more concerted European approach to space
security and surveillance along two lines:
• A political approach, primarily the implementation of
conﬁdence-building measures through international bodies
such as the UN Committee on the Peaceful Use of Space
(COPUOS).
• A proactive approach with the aim of creating an operational space surveillance network at European level to
identify natural (linked to solar activity, etc.) and technological hazards (space debris, etc.).

Global awareness of space’s role
in defence operations
An unexpected event occurred in January 2007 when China
tested a kinetic-energy anti-satellite (ASAT) weapon, which
destroyed the defunct Feng Yun 1C weather satellite at an
altitude of 853 km. Besides creating a huge amount of orbital
debris that will remain a threat for years to come (the risk of
collision has almost doubled at certain altitudes), this demonstration of destructive capability has fuelled debate around
the world. Concerns have been voiced in particular by the US
Department of Defense, which since the 1990s has considered
satellites as a key element of military strategy and operations.
Most nations are now more acutely aware of the role of space
in defence operations. The widespread utilization of space
(almost 40 states are now believed to have direct access to
satellite imagery), industrial advances in civil and dual-use
technologies, the increasing affordability of certain systems
(microsatellites) and the deployment of anti-satellite weapons
in space and on the ground (power lasers) have led national
authorities to pay particular attention to space assets and the
threats posed to them.
The two countries furthest ahead in this respect are the United
States and Russia. While the US remains the outright leader
in military space and continues to develop space surveillance
systems, satellite protection systems and future anti-satellite
capabilities, the Russian government has decided to revive
efforts to upgrade its own military space capabilities.
Meanwhile, China is making rapid progress in all areas of civil
and military space. It has developed an effective and reliable
launch system and is ploughing massive resources into new
space systems. Indeed, this energetic space policy may ultimately make China the world’s second space power.
India on the other hand continues to utilize space to support
its economic development and control its borders through
image-based reconnaissance and mapping. There is signiﬁcant
overlap between its civil and military programmes, but India
remains hostile to any militarization of space.
Lastly, Japan now has a reliable launcher and has orbited
two constellations of reconnaissance satellites: one optical,
one radar.
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Building trust in Europe
First fruits of closer European cooperation
For many years, France pursued military space programmes
under national control, with occasional cooperation typically
limited to the exchange of data (SAR-Lupe or COSMO-SkyMed
radar imagery for Helios optical imagery) or services (SyracuseSicral 2 capabilities). Recent developments, however, such as
the Lisbon Treaty that makes space a new shared competency of
the EU and its member states (pending ratiﬁcation), the Space
Council’s approval of an EU space policy document in May 2007
and the progressive emergence of the European Defence Agency,
point to a more integrated approach to future programmes.
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Yet for the moment, European space policy remains somewhat
vague and loosely applied. In addition, the precedent set by
Galileo will undoubtedly lead stakeholders to seek clear and
balanced governance before placing a major military space
programme under complex multilateral control.
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The next dual-use space programme expected to come under
broad European responsibility is in the area of space surveillance. Preparations for this programme were begun in 2007.
National initiatives driving current systems
France’s European partners have made signiﬁcant progress in
implementing their space security and defence systems:
Germany has virtually completed deployment of the SAR-Lupe
military radar satellite constellation. Users have expressed
full satisfaction with the initial results. Three satellites were
launched between December 2006 and March 2008. The
fourth and ﬁnal is scheduled to launch in late 2008. The SARLupe system has a 10-year operational lifespan. The French
military now has access to high-resolution SAR-Lupe imagery
in exchange for Helios data.

Belgium, France’s partner in the Helios 2 system (2.5%) and the
Pleiades dual-use system (4%), joined the MUSIS study in 2006.
In late 2007, it also conﬁrmed its commitment to the AthenaFidus programme.
Spain, a partner in Helios 1 (7%), Helios 2 (2.5%) and Pleiades
(3%), is also a stakeholder in the MUSIS study. Spain has decided
to invest in a national satellite-based observation system called
Ingenio, which will feature a SeoSat wide-angle optical component (for mapping) and an SAR radar component. Studies began
in 2007.
Greece has signed a cooperation arrangement (ratiﬁed in early
2007) for its participation in the development and use of the
Helios 2 system (2.5%). It is also contributing to the MUSIS
study.
French-Italian cooperation on Athena-Fidus
Following the preliminary studies for the French-Italian AthenaFidus dual-use satellite programme, initiated by CNES and the
Italian space agency (ASI) in June 2006, the two partners
signed a Letter of Intent (LoI) in Nice on 30 November 2007 to
launch the programme. Athena-Fidus is a collaboration between
DGA and CNES on the French side and Segredifesa (general
secretariat for defence) and ASI on the Italian side, with the two
space agencies responsible for programme oversight.
Scheduled to launch in late 2012, Athena-Fidus will meet the
growing need for defence and civil government telecommunications (French civil protection teams, Italian police, etc.). The
satellite will primarily use the Ka frequency band and will offer
high transmission rates. Advanced civil telecom standards will
optimize service capacity and availability. The cost-effective
user terminals will be derived from COTS products.

Italy, France’s partner for Helios 1 (14%) and Helios 2 (2.5%),
launched the ﬁrst COSMO-SkyMed dual-use radar satellite in
June 2007 and the second in December. Two other satellites
are planned. The ﬁrst images (in wide-ﬁeld mode) have been
presented to the public. The Turin Agreement of January 2001
provides for the exchange of COSMO-SkyMed and Pleiades
imagery. On 30 November 2007, the Italian Ministry of Defence
ofﬁcially signed up to the Athena-Fidus telecommunication
programme.

MUSIS six-nation military space project
The future MUSIS multi-user optical and radar imaging system (Multinational Spacebased Imaging
System for surveillance, reconnaissance and observation) is a collaborative study between Belgium,
France, Germany, Greece, Italy and Spain, and may also be managed and operated jointly by the six
partners. The goal is to pool satellite image acquisition and distribution capabilities while retaining the
necessary levels of secrecy for certain sensitive acquisition tasks.
In accordance with the common operational requirement deﬁned in 2005, CNES is providing support
for the optical space component of this study. Co-funded by CNES and the French defence procurement
agency DGA, the feasibility studies and R&T work are nearing completion, ahead of the preliminary
deﬁnition phase.
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Helios’s image intelligence successor for 2015
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The Helios 2B satellite will launch in March 2009 and join
its stable mate Helios 2A, in orbit since late 2004. To assure
continued service capacity, the two spacecraft will need to be
replaced by 2015.
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tion performance as well as communication functions. CERES
is planned as part of a joint European programme slated for
approval under the next ﬁve-year defence spending plan.
Space-security convergence: three priorities

DGA has appointed CNES to conduct the study into Helios’s
successor: the optical space component of the European MUSIS
system. The ﬁrst part of Phase A feasibility study was completed
in September 2007 and was followed by interim studies to
optimize the system (image quality, diameter of optics, orbital
altitude, etc.), through to mid-2008. Phase B preliminary deﬁnition will kick off in early 2009.

In 2007, studies into the utilization of space to support the
security of nations and citizens continued apace, in close
collaboration between CNES, the French military and civil
users (local prefectures, directorate of civil defence and
protection, directorate of maritime affairs, etc.). Three priority
areas in which space can make a signiﬁcant contribution to
security have been identiﬁed:

The likely conﬁguration is a system of three identical satellites in
two different orbits: a high orbit (around 800 km) for reconnaissance and a low orbit (in the order of 500 km) for identiﬁcation.

Maritime safety and security concerns 90% of world trade,
as well as ocean exploitation and coastal populations. Satellite-based radar detection capabilities, automatic identiﬁcation
systems (recording of automatic ship identiﬁcation signals)
and data collection and communication systems provide these
critical services beyond the effective range of shore-based
facilities (currently 30 to 100 nm from shore, up to 200 nm
with next-generation systems).

In addition, the French defence authorities are working with
CNES to investigate the best way to continue the 2D and 3D
wide-ﬁeld mapping mission of the SPOT satellites once they
have reached the end of their orbital lifetime. Due to their
narrower ﬁeld of view, the Helios and future Pleiades satellites
will not be able to fully meet this requirement. Various solutions
based on European collaboration (most notably with Spain) or
on private European systems are under consideration.
Vital and growing EM intelligence capabilities
The French military is currently operating the Essaim electromagnetic surveillance capability demonstrator, comprising a
constellation of four microsatellites, in service since 2005. The
results to date have clearly proven the potential of this type of
system. The microsatellites will be progressively incorporated
into the broader military intelligence capability, primarily to
locate and characterize radar sources.
ELISA will succeed Essaim in early 2010. This new system will
enable monitoring of a broader radio frequency spectrum with
greater sensitivity and better radar location accuracy. The ELISA
constellation—also four satellites—is being developed jointly by
CNES and DGA.
While Essaim and ELISA are effectively pre-operational demonstrators, their successor CERES will be provide a fully operational
capability for the armed forces, offering enhanced radar detec-

Surveillance of areas of interest (coastal areas, natural and
industrial hazard areas, critical infrastructure, other sensitive
areas due to EU interests, etc.) aims to guarantee security in
general and security of supply in the face of natural, industrial,
humanitarian or terrorist hazards. In these areas, space technologies allow rapid mapping of any point on the globe and
support higher levels of vigilance.
Space system security is the subject of wide political and
technological debate. In 2007, consensus was reached on the
need to begin work towards a European space surveillance
system as soon as possible. The objective is to gather data
to complement the information provided by the United States’
databases on hazardous objects in Earth orbit and thus enhance
accuracy. This will allow Europe’s commercial and institutional
satellites to perform avoidance manoeuvres when necessary
(between 0.5 and 1.0 times per year per satellite on average)
and with greater precision.
These ﬁrst two areas are included as priorities in Europe’s 7th
Framework Programme for R&D. ESA is studying the issue of
space surveillance. A proposed European programme could be
approved in 2008.

Long-standing ties with the military
CNES’s Defence team is overseen by a high-level committee comprising the CNES President, the Deputy
Chief of Staff, Plans, of the Joint Staff of the French armed forces, and the Deputy Director of the French
defence procurement agency DGA. In addition, CNES is part of the Space Coordination Group (GCE). Led
by the Joint Staff, the GCE includes the various entities that use space for security and defence purposes in
order to build strategy for future space programmes.
This partnership is governed by the CNES/DGA framework agreement of January 2005 and by the
Government/CNES multi-year agreement (2005-10), which outlines France’s strategic security and
defence objectives and corresponding resources. Under these agreements, the French defence authorities have appointed CNES to design and develop the space segments for such programmes as ELISA and
MUSIS, among others.
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